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Abstract: The orientation and fluxional motions of planar N-donor heterocyclic 
coordinated ligands (L’s),  historically difficult to assess in solution, need to be 
evaluated because these properties influence the structure and function of many 
metallobiochemicals. Compelling NMR evidence on the solution conformer of cis, bis 
imidazole-ring-ligated untethered ligands indicates that orientation is dictated by the 
electrostatic attraction of the N2C6+ proton for the negative cis ligands (e.g. 0x0, Cl). 
Apowerful strategy in which complexes similar except that one has a lopsided L and 
the other has a Cz-symmetrical L are examined by using exchange-NOE cross-peaks 
afforded insightful information on L dynamics, including the extent and direction of 
rotation about the metal-N bond, and even the halves of Cz-symmetrical L’s that 
interchange during dynamic processes. Since metal centers make this imidazole proton 
more positive, it is likely that this electrostatic effect has some influence on both 
structure and function of all biological systems with metal sites ligated by imidazole 
rings (namely imidazole and benzimidazole bound to Biz, Pt drug adducts to G of 
DNA, and numerous metalloenzymes and.metalloproteins). 

INTRODUCTION 

The interaction of metal species with non-macrocyclic N-heterocycles in nucleic acids, proteins/enzymes, 
and cofactors has many biological and biomedical consequences. With nucleic acids, such interactions are 
significant in cancer therapy, in metal toxicity, in stabilizing the structures of nucleic acids in their natural 
states, and in probe agents that are used as tools to gain insight into nucleic acid and nucleotide 
biochemistry. There is not yet a complete understanding of all of these interactions. This is true, not only 
because they are involved in so many systems, but also because the nucleotide models and the nucleic acids 
are quite flexible and fluxional. They are linked by many single bonds and thus adopt several 
conformations, each offering many points for metal interactions. Usually no single dominant feature 
determines the site of interaction or the conformations and properties of these important biomolecules. In 
contrast, in enzymes/proteins and cofactors normally the structure is designed by nature to be rather rigid 
(1). Indeed, in some cases, such as the Zn sites of viral zinc fingers (2), the metal-imidazole interactions 
contribute to stabilizing the conformation. In other cases, normally involving biocatalysis, it is likely that the 
N-heterocycle orientations and the metal interactions could change during the functional process since the 
M-N bonds are single bonds, accommodating many N-heterocycle orientations. Such a feature seems to 
occur in the recently discovered replacement of 5,6-dimethylbenzimidazole by a histidine imidazole in the 
two classes of Biz enzymes needed for human metabolism (3-5). Thus one heterocycle is replaced by 
another. In a related case in which the N-heterocycle can be viewed as pendant, we have speculated that the 
oxidation of Fe(1I) to activated Fe(II1) bleomycin could involve rearrangment of this anticancer antibiotic 
complex containing a bound imidazole (6). 

Cis.  bis adductg 

This article will be restricted to the case in which there are two N-heterocyclic ligands (L)  on a metal center 
in a cis,bis relationship. Using such models, we can explore many features of the properties of bound 
heterocyclic bioligands; many of these findings will apply equally well to other cases in which one, three, 
four, etc. N-heterocyles are bound. The bioligand heterocycles are lopsided, i.e. they lack Cz-symmetry. 

Although studies of ligand orientation and dynamics are highly relevant and significant to metallo- 
biochemistry, such studies have not been performed extensively because it is difficult to find suitable 
systems. Another reason this area has been neglected is the contemporary trend toward large systems with 
biomolecules or supramolecular assemblies. However, such a modem approach in our own research (in the 
areas of Pt(I1) and Ru(I1) anticancer drug activity involving cross-linking and the construction of large 
molecular assemblies) has underlined for us the need for returning to fundamentals. 
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For two cis 1opsidedN-heterocyclic ligands (e.g., L = purines), the corresponding atoms of each L can be 
on the same or opposite sides of the N-M-N plane, giving the head-to-head (HH) and the head-to-tail (HT) 
orientations, respectively (Fig. 1). In a preliminary communication, we described the rarity of finding the 
HH orientation of two cis lopsided ligands (7). A HT arrangement is the most common solid-state 
conformation of cis,bis(ligand) complexes of purines with Pt(II), Co(III), Cu(II), and Zn(I1) metal centers 
(8). Only four HH solid-state structures of untethered ligands had been reported, all of them square-planar 
Pt(I1) complexes with 9-ethylguanine (9), until our recent brief report on the dynamic properties and 
stereochemistry of Ru- and Re-Me3Bzn-1 complexes (7) . 

7 

HH HT Hs 
Fig. 1. Relative orientations of lopsided ligands. 

We were motivated to develop our new approaches by our interest in understanding why HH complexes are 
present in some very simple species, even though related complexes are HT and clear cases of HH forms in 
solution had been found very rarely. Indeed, in the interim, there still have not been many examples found 
of such HH forms. In the case of the Pt complexes, the finding was a result of a rational design intended to 
control the stereochemical and conformational features of adducts (8, 10). For the Ru and Re derivatives (7, 
11-13) the findings were serendipitous; however, it is just these latter cases which afforded an important 
clue as to some of the factors influencing lopsided ligand orientation. 

I i  

An early and important finding with Pt anticancer complexes was the identification of an HH species irr. 
solution with cis-PtAzG*2 [G* is a guanine derivative with Pt at N7, A2 = a specially designed diamine] 
even with G*’s that were not linked (8). Since such a species had not been observed previously, it was a 
challenge to understand the nature of this atropisomer. One surprising finding about the HH adduct was that 
one base was canted toward the other. This canting is characteristic of intrastrand dG*pG* adducts (14-17), 
the major species formed when cis-type Pt anticancer drugs bind to DNA (18). However, since unlinked 
G* bases were ordinarily HT and only linked G*’s were known to be HH in solution, the canting was 
previously thought to result from restrictions on the bases imposed by the sugar-phosphate backbone. Our 
result showed that this canting will occur in the absence of a direct link between the bases. Clearly, other 
interactions within the coordination sphere influence the positioning of the bases; such interactions are thus 

and possibly to the structures of other 
metallobiochemicals. 

Next we list why the metal-bound bases are key to the metal-DNA adduct structure. (Similar lists could be 
constructed illustrating the important role of metal-bound heterocyclic bases in peptides, cofactors, etc.) 
Metal-bound bases do the following: 

link the metal to the nucleic acids. 
control the conformation of the seventeen-membered chelate ring in intrastrand cross-links. . interact with the complementary strand. 
interact with the flanking sequences on either side of the metal binding site. 
H-bond to the non-leaving ligands or avoid steric interactions with these ligands. 
cause mismatches responsible for mutations and eventually cancer. 
determine the ease and type of cross-linking after the initial base binds. 

Despite the importance of these roles, little is known about the orientations adopted by the bases, the reasons 
for these orientations, and the consequences of the orientations on DNA-adduct structure. Some structures 
are beneficial, accounting for the anticancer activity of metallodrugs, whereas others are detrimental, causing 
mutations and eventually cancer. Cis-type Pt drugs form intrastrand HH cross-links and interstrand HT 
cross-links (14, 17, 19, 20). Thus it is essential to elucidate the factors that influence the orientation of the 
base with respect to the other ligands on the metal, including the other base, both during and after cross-link 
formation. Interaction of the ligands on the metal with the DNA is important to understand since distorted 
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structures are hypothesized to be recognized by the proteins responsible eventually for cancer cell 
cytotoxicity . 
Since rotation about M-N bonds of coordinated nucleobases influences cross-linking ability, we are 
interested in studying dynamic properties of metal complexes containing cis lopsided bases. New methods 
for elucidating dynamic pathways have been developed in our work. 

STUDIES WITH AN INFORMATIVE NUCLEOBASE ANALOG 

Ln our studies, we chose to examine an L that is a lopsided nucleopurine analog, 1,5,6- 
trimethylbenzimidazole (Me3Bzm, Fig. 2, left). We chose this ligand mainly to avoid one big problem with 
G derivatives, namely that there is only one nonexchangeable proton (H8, the "N2CH") on G to use as an 
NMR probe. Our new approach of employing ligands with well-distributed uncoupled H signals, 
particularly Me3Bzm, has afforded much clearer assessments of base orientation and dynamics. As in G ,  
Me3Bzm has only one relatively acidic proton (hence bearing a partial positive charge, St), and this proton is 
in the imidazole ring. However, MegBzm lacks the bulkier hydrogen-bonding G 6-0x0 group and has 
instead a probe proton, H4, providing readily interpreted NMR shift information. The Me3Bzm results 
allow us to understand other adducts. Although the properties of MegBzm make it very useful, it does share 
one limitation with G*: one set of NMR signals per unique ligand will be found either if Me3Bzm is not 
fluxional or if it is highly fluxional. One way to circumvent this problem is to study identical complexes 
except with symmetrical ligands like py or 3,5-lutidine (3,5-lut). These ligands also have the advantage of 
lacking a very acidic CH. Thus the pyridine-based ligands can be used as controls to test the influence on 
orientation of the St protons, such as H8 of G* or H2 of MesBzm. 

H R 

Fig. 2 Comparison of the nucleopurine analog, MqBrm, and N9-alkylguanine. 

NMR and canting 

One consequence of the canting, first found for the two G*'s in a specially designed cisPt analog (8), is that 
the two bases are influenced differently by the anisotropy of the other. In HH forms, the NzCH of one L is 
shifted downfield, while that of the other L is shifted upfield. Each HH conformer has two N2CH signals 
of equal intensity, and slow atropisomerization can be easily assessed. For cisPt adducts with C2 
symmetry, there are two HT conformers of complexes with G nucleosideshucleotides since the sugar is 
chiral. Each HT conformer has only one NzCH signal. 

The characteristic upfield, downfield H8 signal pattern for HH (due to the canting, Fig. 3) makes 
atropisomer recognition straightforward. Prior to our work with the cisPt analog and the Ru and Re 
complexes to be described here, no one had reported an HH atropisomer in solution for any relevant 
untethered nucleopurine complex. 

Fig. 3 Mutual effect of the anisotropy of canted 15's. 
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Orientations (structure / equilibrium / dvnamics) 

In this subsection, we discuss ruthenium and then rhenium complexes. 

Ruthenium examples 

Ruthenium compounds attracted our interest as models for cross-link adducts of the Ru(I1) anticancer drug, 
cis-RuC12(Me2S0)4 (21-23). In drug adducts, N donors occupy sites "a" and "b" (Fig. 4, left) displacing 
two different types of Me2SO's, trans to C1 and trans to Me2SO. The drug presents both a unique challenge 
and a unique opportunity, since two HH GpG cross-link adduct geometries are possible with the 3'G at "a" 
or "b", each with a diastereomer since the Ru is now chiral. Our use of non-chiral L's avoids the 
diastereomer problem. 
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Fig. 4. Lefr: Labeling scheme for the octahedral Ru complex ligand positions. Righf: Downfield region of 2D IH EXSY 
spectrum of cis, c ~ , c c i ~ - R u C I ~ ( M ~ S O ~ ( M e g B p n ) 2  

For cis,cis,cis-RuC12(MeZS0)2L2 (Fig. 4, MeSO = S-bonded DMSO), there are four potential 
atropisomers (2HT, 2HH) when L lacks a chiral group like a sugar. The atropisomer of cis,cis,cis- 
RuC12(MeS O)z(MesBzm)z that crystallizes is HH, with the five-membered ring "heads" pointing toward 
the C1 ligands. The l H  NMR ROESY and EXSY spectra of this compound reveal the presence of only two 
species (I and 11) and allow assignment of the four signals for each type of MesBzm proton (7, 12). Three 
of four H4 signals (Fig. 4) were shifted markedly upfield and only one of the four H2 signals was upfield. 
This distinctive pattern can be explained only if I1 is the solid-state HH species and I is the HT species 
formed by flipping MesBzm "a" trans to C1. cis,cis,cis-RuC12(MeSO)z(MesBzm)z holds the distinction of 
being the fxst compound of its type found to be HH both in solution and in the solid state. 

The two unobserved atropisomers (one HH and one HT) have the MesBzm "b" (trans to M e g o )  flipped; 
however, models suggest such flipping would lead to severe steric clashes. The base/metal coordination 
plane dihedral angles @/M) range from 38-51", compared with values closer to 90" for HH square-planar 
complexes, cis-Pt(NH3)2dpG*pG* (24, 25) and other HH derivatives, representative of the major DNA 
adduct formed by cis-Pt(NH3)aClz. Modeling of octahedral Ru(I1) dG*pG* complexes with such HH 
conformations (26) has predicted that severe steric clashes with axial ligands can occur. Since MesBzm is 
relatively less bulky than G, the low B/M values support the modeling predictions of steric clashes between 
G* nucleobases and axial ligands of octahedral HH complexes. Such clashes may explain why octahedral 
anticancer drugs are less effective, in general, than square-planar ones. 

The HH species found to be present can be rationalized if there is a significant attraction between the partially 
positively charged (6') aromatic CH in the imidazole ring and the partially negatively charged C1 ligands. 
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Since the Cl's are coordinated in cis positions, this factor seems to account for the presence of this HH 
species. In the HH rotamer, Me3Bzm "a" is canted, with the NC2H pointed toward MesBzm "b". Our 
NMR analysis established that atropisomerization involves rotation of Me3Bzm "a"; Me3Bzm "b" remains 
relatively fixed. 

Rotamers of several cis, cis,cis-RuC12(MeflO)~(l,2-Me~Imd)L complexes [L = 1,2-MezImd (1,2- 
dimethylimidazole), a pyridine ligand, or MesBzm] have been studied in CDC13. From 2D NMR data, 
cis, cis,cis-RuC12(Me2SO)2(1,2-Me~Imd)(Me3Bzm) has 1,2-Me2Imd in position "a" and Me3Bzm in 
position "b". There are two stable atropisomers [HT, 84% and HH, 16%, defining the aromatic H of Ru-N- 
C-H as head for both ligands]. MesBzm has the same orientation in both atropisomers. In this orientation, 
the unfavorable interligand steric interactions of Me3Bzm with the MeSO and 1,2-MezImd ligands appear to 
be countered by favorable electrostatic attraction between the St NzCH moiety of Me3Bzm and the 6- cis C1 
ligands. Thus, Me3Bzm "b" adopts a standard orientation. The 1,ZMezImd lacks a StN2CH group, and its 
orientation is dominated by steric effects of the 2-Me group. 

Another complex, cis, cis,cis-RuC12(Me2SO)~(1,2-Me2Imd)(3,5-lut), provides a rare example in which the 
solid state closely reflects the solution state, both in the structure of species involved in a conformational 
equilibrium and in the position of that equilibrium. Thus, we are able to gain structural information on both 
the less stable and the more stable rotamers in the same solid state environment. The N-Ru-N bond angles 
show that there is a displacement of 1,2-MezImd toward 3,5-lut in the less abundant conformer in the solid, 
a clear feature that cannot normally be derived from solution results. This movement of the 1,2-MezImd 
might be the result of the repulsion between the 2-Me of 1,2-MezImd and the cis chlorides and/or favorable 
attractive forces between the heterocycles. Such forces would be worth understanding since cis 
arrangements of heterocycles occur widely in metallobiochemistry. Therefore, additional examples of 
crystallographically characterized unstable conformers would be valuable to study, especially if 
complementary data are available for the stable form. 

In the two types of cis, cis,cis-RuC12(Me2SO)2(1,2-MeZImd)L complexes, there are only two rotamers. In 
contrast, the NMR spectrum of cis, cis,cis-RuC12(Me2S0)2(1,2-MezImd);! is consistent with four rotamers 
in restricted rotation about both Ru-N bonds: two HH and two HT. 2D NMR techniques (NOESY and 
ROESY) afforded complete proton signal assignments. The ligand disposition could be assessed from the 
large chemical shift dispersion of some 1,ZMezImd ligand signals (A 0.86-1.52 ppm) arising from cis-1,2- 
Me2Imd shielding modulated by deshielding influences of the cis halides. The relative stability of the four 
rotamers correlates best with steric interactions between the 2-Me groups and the M e S O  ligands. The most 
favorable conformer (46%) is the HH rotamer with both 2-Me groups pointing away from the M e s O  
ligands. The least favorable conformer (14%) was also HH, but the methyl groups in this case point toward 
the Me$O ligands. In the HT conformers of intermediate stability (-20%), one 2-Me group is toward and 
the other is away from the M e S O  ligands. Exchange cross-peaks in the 2D spectra are unusually 
informative about the dynamic processes in solution; the spectra provide evidence that the rotamers 
interchange in a definite pattern of succession. Thus, all conceivable exchange pathways are not available. 
1,ZMezImd "b" can rotate regardless of the orientation of 1,2-MezImd "a". 1,ZMezImd "a" can rotate Q& 
when "b" has the orientation with its 2-Me group directed away from "a". Thus, 1,ZMezImd "b" can 
switch 1,2-MeaImd "a" rotation on or off. 

Rhenium examples 

The dimer Re2@Clq(Me3Bzrn)4 was characterized by NMR and X-ray analysis. The crystal structure 
showed that the Me3Bzm dimer consists of a nearly linear O=Re-O-Re=O grouping with two cis C1 and two 
HH oriented cis Me3Bzm ligands on each Re. Additionally, two MesBzm's, one from each Re, are stacked 
upon one another in the HT orientation and are designated as Me3BzmS (the terminal Me3Bzm's = 
MegBzm'). In CDzClz at 20 'C, only one set of Me3Bzm 1H NMR signals was observed, showing that the 
dimer has dynamic characteristics. At -90 "C, each signal had split into two equal intensity signals. For 
both sets, the chemical shifts have an interesting and unusual dispersion. This dispersion can be readily 
explained by the anisotropic effects expected from the X-ray structure, providing compelling evidence that 
the structure in solution is essentially identical to that in the solid. For example, an unusually large upfield 
shift (-1.5 ppm) of the Me3BzmS NMe signal is caused by the combined anisotropy of the benzene ring of 
the Me3Bzms partner (-1 ppm) and by the cis-MesBzm' ligand (-0.5 ppm). Inter-ligand NOE cross-peaks 
provide other compelling evidence that the predominant solution conformer of Rez.@Cl4(Me3Bzm)4 has the 
HH,HT,HH structure. 

This is the only case in which cis,bis imidazole-ring-ligated untethered ligands have been found to be 
essentially exclusively HH in solution. This predominance of the interesting extended HH,HT,HH 
arrangement of Me3Bzm's can be attributed to the electrostatic attraction of the St N2C protons for the 
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negative core of the molecule. There are several reasons why we believe this is the key interaction that 
dictates conformation. First, there are so many favorable interactions; for example, the S+ H on MesBzm’ is 
attracted by four negative groups (bridging 0, cis C1 on same Re, and two cis Cl’s on the other Re). 
Second, the distribution of negative groups surrounding the stacked site is more symmetrical than for the 
terminal site. In the observed Me3BzmS orientation, the bulky Me3Bzms six-membered ring is directed away 
from the bulkiest ligand on the same Re, MesBzm’. The lower steric crowding favors the observed HT 
Me3Bzms orientation compared to the orientation obtained by rotation of Me3BzmS by 180” from that found 
in Re203C14(Me3Bzm)4. These steric and electrostatic factors act in concert to favor the HH,HT,HH 
conformer observed in the solid. Third, further insight into base orientation came from a related mixed 
ligand dimer (27). The dimer, [ReOCl2(py)(Me3Bzm)]O[ReOC12(py)(Me3Bzm)], has two possible 
geometric isomers with one py and one Me3Bzm on each Re. In the isomer we studied, there are two 
conformers, one with the py’s and the other with the Me3Bzm’s as the stacked bases (Ls’s), with the 
terminal bases (L”s) being Me3Bzm’s and py’s, respectively. Although MesBzm is better at stacking, both 
the X-ray structure and the solution NMR data show that it is the py’s that are stacked in the stable 
conformer. The Me3Bzm”s are oriented in the correct way for favorable electrostatic interactions in the 
mixed ligand dimer; this finding was the breakthrough that allowed us to rationalize all of our past results on 
base orientation in Ru(I1) and R e 0 0  chemistry in terms of electrostatic attraction. Finally, although Re(V) 
and Ru(I1) are very different metal centers, the relative stability of the atropisomers found for Ru(I1) 
complexes of lopsided ligands can best be rationalized by invoking this same type of electrostatic attraction 
of the NC2H@ toward the coordinated C1 ligands. 

Dynamics. a closer look 

We introduced the use of exchange-NOE NMR data as a powerful method for defining features of L’s such 
as the extent of rotation about the metal-N bond, the direction of rotation, and even the halves of C2- 
symmetrical ligands that interchange during dynamic processes. The full value of the approach depended on 
a strategy in which the complexes studied are similar except that one has a lopsided L (e.g. MesBzm) and 
the other has a Cz-symmetrical L (e.g. 3,5-lut). The two halves of C2-symmetrical L’s can be distinguished 
in chiral complexes by probing the respective NMR signals. The orientations of L’s can be assessed with 
interligand NOE cross-peaks and anisotropic effects on chemical shift. Combined information gained from 
studying two similar compounds is much greater than that from the study of either separately. 

The most striking results were obtained with dimers of the type Re203Cld4 (13). These dimers are chiral, 
and we examined the fluxional inversion of [Re20$14(Me3Bzm)4] and [Re203C14(3,5-lut)4]. At ambient 
temperature, the latter has just one ‘H NMR signal for each class of 3,5-lut proton. Such a simple spectrum 
requires rapid interconversion of enantiomers with rotations of -180” about the Re-O-Re bonds and of at 
least -90’ about all four Re-L bonds. The l H  NMR spectrum of Re203C14(3,5-lut)4 at -100 “C reveals two 
sets of five 3,5-lut signals assignable to the stacked (3,5-luts) and terminal (3,5-lutt) ligands. As the 
temperature was raised slightly above -100 ‘C, the a-H and B-CH3 signals of the 3,5-lutt broadened, but the 
signal of the Y -H, which is on the Re-N rotation axis, did not. The signals for the 3,5-luts remained sharp. 
This result demonstrated that 3,5-lutt rotates faster about its Re-N bond than does 3,5-luts. R e N  bond 
rotation is slower than rotation about the Re-O-Re bonds since the exchange-NOE data showed preferential 
exchange between two halves of the 3,5-lut ligands. The exchange-NOE data show that the half of L f  away 
from the dimer center interchanges with the half of Ls close to the center, with the L plane rotating by 90” 
past the O=Re-O bonds, not the N-Re-C1 bonds. Thus, the exchange-NOE data help establish the direction 
of the rotation. 

The spectral features of the MesBzm dimer are most consistent with restricted rotation about the Re-N 
bonds, but very fast rotation cannot be ruled out since the same number of signals is expected for a lopsided 
ligand in either slow or fast exchange. No preferential broadening of the MegBzm‘ of that dimer was 
observed, a result indicating that there is only one rate-limiting process. This process has to be Re-0-Re 
rotation that is faster than Re-N bond rotation of Me3Bzm. The latter rotation must occur and since the rate 
of the inversion process is similar for the two dimers, the Me3Bzm must also rotate through 90”. Thus, we 
are able to elucidate the dynamic properties of a complex that has only lopsided ligands. 

Conclusions from analop studies 

In octahedral sites in biological systems, lopsided ligands can select among four staggered orientations. 
Rarely has more than one staggered conformer been identified for any site. In model chiral octahedral 
complexes, a symmetrical ligand can select between only two possible staggered positions; the ligand can 
move between the two orientations by two opposing routes of rotation. In our work, we showed how 2D 
exchange-NOES can be used to distinguish these two routes of rotation. To our knowledge, this is the first 
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time preferred pathways of rotation have been demonstrated. Exchange-NOEs have not been widely used to 
assess dynamic pathways. By comparisons with the analogous complex containing a lopsided ligand, we 
showed that the lopsided ligand very probably rotates using the same pathway as the symmetrical ligand. 
Such rotational motion can be significant in many biological processes such as in the formation of DNA 
cross-links by metal anticancer drugs. 

The characteristic HH shift pattern and the NOE data demonstrate that there is only one significant conformer 
of Re203Cld.4 in solution and that this conformer has the HH,HT,HH structure found in the solid. This is 
the first case in which a very predominant HH form of a complex with this type of untethered ligand has 
been demonstrated in solution. The predominance of this form strongly suggests that the electrostatic 
attraction of the &+ aromatic proton in the imidazole ring of Me3Brm' toward the negative central core of the 
dimer is responsible for these properties. This conclusion is supported by a mixed-ligand dimer. In this 
dimer, the Me3Bzm ligands prefer the terminal position with an orientation that allows the N2CHG+ proton to 
interact closely with the greatest concentration of negative charge on the complex. 

In Ru(I1) models, we find that the "b" site is favored, and that the base at this site is less fluxional than the 
base at "a". This could be a reason why DNA cross-linking is so inefficient, if our hypothesis that ease of 
rotation influences cross-linking is correct. In Ru complexes with the MesBzm ligand, the conformations 
found suggest again that the electrostatic attraction of the N2CH6+ proton for the negative ligands is 
important. In this case steric repulsion with neutral ligands on Ru opposes the electrostatic attraction, and 
the conformational preference is less than in the case of the Re dimers. The 1,ZMezImd ligand lacks a 
NzCHs+ proton and the results of studies with this ligand provide indirect support for our hypothesis that 
Me3Bzm orientation is strongly influenced by interligand electrostatic interactions. Furthermore, complexes 
with the 1,ZMezImd ligand are useful for elucidating the influence of steric effects on dynamic pathways. 

IMPLICATIONS FOR METALLOBIOSYSTEMS 

There are several reasons why the N2CHs+ proton electrostatic interactions with other ligands have 
biomedical relevance. Once a G is attacked by a cationic R(I1) species (aquated R(I1) drugs usually attack 
DNA), the N2CHS+ proton becomes more positive because the metal withdraws electron density from the 
base. This N2CHs+ proton will be attracted toward centers of negative charge such as the phosphate groups 
in the DNA backbone. Even though this may be a small energy term, it still can influence structure, ease of 
base-pair breathing, and possibly interactions of R-DNA adducts with proteins. Above we mentioned the 
diversity of the X-ray and the NMR results with both small and large molecules. Within the ionic 
environment of some crystals and also in crystals of neutral complexes with charged groups, such as 
phosphate groups, the orientations found may be dictated by the location of the negative charge compared to 
the position of the G*. 

The shift difference between the upfield and downfield NzCH signals for bis G* Pt(I1) complexes with 
stereochemically controlling ligands is greater than for dG*pG* adducts. Thus, our work suggests that the 
sugar-phosphate DNA backbone, rather than causing the canting, may actually decrease the canting. Other 
NMR results suggest that there are stabilizing forces in which the G* N2CH6+ proton favorably interacts 
with the cloud of the cis-coordinated G* base (28). This finding leads to a third relationship, head-to-side 
(HS, Fig. 1). Of course, this is a novel concept and must be tested further. 

Metal binding also increases the partial positive charge on H2 in imidazole. Nearby negative charge will 
affect the orientation of imidazoles in metalloproteins, influencing structure and reactivity of these 
biomolecules. In these more complicated molecules, it is difficult to determine the contribution of the 
electrostatic term, but it must have some influence on the properties of the biomolecule. In this report, we 
hope to stimulate metallobiochemists to consider this possibility in analyzing their data. 

One additional implication concerns the influence of these electrostatic forces (balanced always by steric 
effects) on the dynamic processes in biological systems. Again, selecting nucleobase cross-linking of DNA 
as an example, these forces could influence the orientation of the metal in an initial monodentate adduct. 
Furthermore, the electrostatic effect could influence the rate and direction of rotation. The orientation and 
dynamic characteristics will in turn affect the rate and products of the cross-linking reactions. These in turn 
will affect the anticancer activity of the drug. 
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